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Brut y Tywyssogyon or Chronica Principum Walliae (680-1282), the
Brut of Sayson or Chronica Saxonum (800-1882), with the late tract
which begins: ' 0 oes Gwrtheyrn 'Gwrtheneu,' and the ' List of the
Cantreds and Commotes of Wales.' There is, further, a good preface
by Mr. Evans, giving account of the existing MS. of the Welsh text of
Geoffrey, Dares, and the two Brats, and an introduction to Geoffrey
by Professor Bhys touching on several important points in his legends and
language. Some pahBographio notes, and a full and careful index follow
the text, and with a subscribers' list complete the volume. The facsimiles
are taken from the Bed Book, Hengwrt 15 and 586, and B.M. add. 19709.
They form a useful addition to the specimens of Welsh script furnished
in past volumes by Mr. Evans. It is an excellent thing to possess a
faithfnl text of such an historic monument as the 'Princes' Chronicle,'
and both historian and philologues have reason to be thankful to Mr. Evans
for the patriotic enterprise he is so successfully carrying out. He should
meet with warm support not only in the Principality, but also in England.
We look to Professor Shy's and Mr. Evans for a definite text of Geoffrey's
great work and a critical discussion of its sources, and hope that the
promise of an edition of the Bern MS. thereof may be speedily fulfilled.
It is strange that a book of such exceeding value, one of the main sources
of Aryan mythology, a book which has made a deep mark in the history
and literature of Western Europe, and has inspired Spenser, and Shake-
speare, and Milton, not to speak of scores of lesser and later poets,
should not have appeared ere this in the Bolls series. Yet one is.glad that
the editing of it should have fallen to such scholars as Professor Bhys and
Mr. Evans. It is a positive duty for students, whether of history, language,
or literature, to give such a series as this of Old Welsh texts the heartiest
encouragement both by purse and pen. It is no longer possible for a
nation to neglect history with impunity. F. YORK POWELL.

Chartidarium Universitatis Parisimsis. Sub auspiciis Consilii Gene-
ralis Faoultatum Parisiensium ex diversis bibliothecis tabulariisque
contulit HENBICUB DENEFLE, O.P., in arohivo Apostolicae Sedis
Bomanae Vicarius, auxiliante AEMUJO CHATELAIN Bibliothecae
Universitatis in Sorbona Conservatore adjuncto. Tom. I. ab anno
MCC usque ad annum MCCLXXXVI. (Parisiis: ex typis Fratrum
Delaland. 1889.)

SOME curious reflections might be suggested by the fact that the centenary
of the French revolution should have been celebrated by the publication,
at the expense of the French republic, of a magnificent tribute to the
memory of one of the greatest institutions which that revolution destroyed,
edited by the Dominican archivist of the Vatican with the assistance of
the librarian of the now secularised ' Sorbonne.' I will content myBelf
with hailing the event as an indication that learning has now become a
common ground upon which political and religious differences are for-
gotten and upon which men of the most conflicting views may meet in
cordial co-operation. Something more than the furtherance of historical
knowledge may, however, be the possible result of the increased interest
which is now being felt in the study of this particular institution of the
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anden rigime. The stampwhich heads the prefatory notice, witbits inscrip-
tion Universiti de France, academie de Paris, reminds us that technically
the university of Paris has ceased to exist; but the notice itself speaks of the
Consilium generate facultatum Parisiensium, dtiodetricesimo die mentis
Dccembris, anno MDCGGLXXXV, dtcrcto institution, quo in Francia
universitates quasi de instauratae sunt et refectae. We trust that the
separate and distinct universities now represented by the various
' academies ' may soon be recalled into virtual and not merely ' quasi'
existence.

A very few words will suffice to point out the historical importance
of the present work. The great ' Historia Universitatis Parisiensis ' of
Dr. Boullai has hitherto been the chief storehouse of documents relating
to the university; but, immense as was the mass of material collected by
that laborious compiler, his editing fails to meet modern requirements.
His transcriptions were not always to be trusted : sometimes documents
had been deliberately tampered with in the cause of historical error by
himself or others ; bulls were referred to wrong popes, and so on. Finally,
the collection was by no means exhaustive. Jourdain, in his ' Index
Chartarum pertdnentium ad Historiam Universitatis Parisiensis,' printed
many new documents and corrected some of Du Boullai's errors, but still
the collection was very far from complete. The present editors are re-
editing from the original manuscripts all the documents already printed by
Da Boullai, Jourdain, and others, and supplying the lacunae left by their
predecessors. A very large number of most interesting documents appear
now for the first time. The work consists of two parts, ' Pars Intro-
ductoria,' consisting of letters, bulls, and other documents relating to the
schools of Paris before 1200 A.D., i.e. before the first official recognition
of the university as suoh. The greater part of the volume is taken up
with the ample series of charters, notes, statutes, &a., which begins
with the great privilege of Philip Augustus in 1200 A.D. It is diffioult
to give the reader a just idea of the pains, the accuracy, and the learning
exhibited in this volume. The magnitude of the task which Father
Denifle and M. Chatelain have undertaken may be estimated from the fact
that the present ample quarto of 640 pages brings them down to 1280
A.D., this earliest period being, of course, the one in which documents
are scantiest. But their work iB not limited to the mere transcription of
documents. Allusions are fully explained in the notes in every case ; all
the known manuscripts or printed copies of the document are recorded;
in many cases several manuscripts have been collated and variants noted.
We sincerely congratulate the learned editors upon the accomplishment
of this first instalment of their great work. When it is remembered that
Father Denifle but a few years ago completed the first volume of his
great' History of the Universities in the Middle Ages,' that four volumes
more of this work are promised and presumably on the stocks, that every
year sees the publication of several numbers of the ' Archiv fur Kirchen-
geschichte des Mittelalters,' replete with newly printed documents and
learned" dissertations, of which Father Denifle and Father Ehrle are not
merely the editors but the sole contributors—our amazoment at Father
Donifle's learned labours rises to the point of bewilderment.

We wonder how long it will be before Oxford has a cartularium worthy
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of its position among the historic universities of Europe. If we wait till
Oxford grows a Denifle we shall have to wait a long time; but it ought
not to be impossible for a combination of workers to do between them
what has been attempted by one German and one Frenchman. In the
present volume we may see a model of the way in whioh the thing should
be done. No university in the world except Paris has such a wealth of
materials for its history; there is probably hardly a university in the world
in which so small a proportion of the materials have been printed.

H. BASHDAIJJ.

Chronicon Henrici Enighton monachi Leycestrensis. Edited by JOSEPH
RAWBON LUMBY, D.D., Norrisiaji Professor of Divinity in the University
of Cambridge. Vol. I. (London : published under the direction of
the Master of the Bolls. 1889.)

PBOPEBSOE LUMBY has made a most unfortunate departure from the prac-
tice of editors for the Bolls series. It has been understood that the editor's
duty is not merely to print the text of his chronicle, but to investigate its
sources as .well, and to indicate by the use of smaller type all that which his
author has directly borrowed from previous writers. Dr. Lumby, however,
haa almost entirely divested himself of this responsibility. He seems to be
of opinion that there was only one chronicle of which a writer of Knighton's
time could conceivably make use, and that this chronicle was the huge work
of Higden which he himself edited in nine volumes, a fact whioh perhaps
explains his knowledge of this one source of information. Everything
therefore which Knighton takes from Higden is duly printed in small type ;
for everything else, we are led to infer, Knighton is to be regarded as an
original authority. It is true that Dr. Lumby promises ambiguously to
discuss ' the sources from which' the chronicle ' is edited ' in his second
volume; but it is riot right that an editor should wait until he has done
printing to make the discovery that most of his first volume ought to
havo appeared modestly in the small type indicating that hardly any part
of it has the smallest independent value. We do not profess to have
examined the whole of the book with the view of ascertaining the mate-
rials of which it consists; but we have compared some sections of it with
Walter of Hemingburgh, and we give the results. From the sixth line
of p. 177 to the middle of p. 197 everything which is not taken from
Higden is quoted word for word from Hemingburgh, with the exception
of five lines on p. 185 and two clauses on pp. 185-186, whioh are inserted
on a separate slip in the better of the two existing manuscripts of
Knighton. Even the marginal headings are in almost all cases borrowed
from Hemingburgh. The same is true of the whole narrative from the
middle of p. 199 to p. 207, with the exception of a short paragraph on
204; of the whole from p. 225 to p. 267 and from p. 291 to p. 298 ; of
the documents on pp. 800 f., 808-811, 824 ff., and not the documents only,
but also connecting passages, with all that follows from p. 826 to p. 881,
excepting a few lines abridged on p. 880. It is needless to pursue the
comparison further. We have mentioned only such passages as aro
borrowed tcxtually ; if we had included those which are adopted in sub-
Btance the list would have been largely extended. And wo havo referred
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